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We consider the problem of the optimal compression rate
in the case of the source producing mixed signal states within
the visible scheme (where Alice, who is to compress the signal,
can know the identities of the produced states). We show that
a simple strategy based on replacing the signal states with
their extensions gives optimal compression. As a result we
obtain a considerable simplification of the formula for optimal
compression rate within visible scheme.
Pacs Numbers: 03.67.-a
Given a quantum source, what is the minimal num-
ber of quantum resources needed for faithful transmis-
sion of the states produced by the source? This problem
of compressibility of quantum information, stated for the
rst time by Schumacher [1] is one of important issues
in quantum communication theory and still remains un-
solved, even in the simplest case of stationary and mem-
oryless sources. Such sources are described by ensemble
fpi, %ig. This means that the source emits system in state
%i with probability pi (one can of course generalize it by
considering measure on the set of states). The lack of
memory implies that the state of the sequence of systems
emitted by the source is in product state %i1 ⊗ . . .⊗ %iN
and probability of emission of such string is product of
suitable probabilities pi1 . . . piN . Henceforth we will deal
with such kind of sources.
The problem of compression of information producing
by such sources was solved for pure signal state case [1{3].
Here the minimal number of qubits allowing faithful re-
covering the input states is equal to the von Neumann
entropy of the density matrix of ensemble % =
∑
i pi%i
[4]. Then the von Neumann entropy has clear interpre-
tation within purely quantum communication theory.
For %i being impure the problem is unsolved. Apart
from some particular cases we do not know much about
optimal compression of ensembles of mixed states. The
scheme that succeeded in the pure states case can be
also applied in the present case, compressing the signal
down to the von Neumann entropy. However, one knows
that in many cases it is not optimal compression [5]. A
good candidate for the minimal number of qubits in this
general case could be the Levitin-Holevo function [6] of




i piS(%i) where S is von
Neumann entropy. Indeed, in this quantity the lost of
information caused by impurity of signal states is taken
into account by subtracting their mean entropy. As a
matter of fact, it has been proven [7,8] that ILH is lower
bound for the needed number of qubits. However a very
dicult problem, whether this rate of compression can
be reached remains still unsolved. Additional motivation
to consider this problem is that one would like to know
whether ILH has interpretation in terms of qubits (so far
it has the interpretation in terms of capability of sending
classical bits via quantum states [9{11]).
In general, the scheme of compression is as follows.
Alice (who is to compress the signal) waits for a long
sequence of the systems generated by the source. Then
she performs some operation on the sequence. Here aim is
to decrease the support of the total density matrix of the
ensemble of sequences (the least Hilbert space the matrix
lives on), as the number of needed qubits is equal to the
logarithm of the dimension of the support. However, she
must do it in a clever way, in order not to disturb the
signal too much, so that Bob would be able to recover
with high delity.
There are two basic schemes of compression. In the
rst one, called blind, Alice does not know the identities
of the produces states. Then all she can do is to ap-
ply some quantum operation, independent of the input
states. If, instead, she know the identities of the states
(visible scheme) her operation can be state-dependent,
so that she has more possibilities. Of course, Bob does
not know the identities of signal states in any case, so
that his operation is always state-independent. Thus,
in general, the compression could be better within the
visible scheme. The optimal compression rate for pure
signal states appear to be independent on the kind of
scheme applied [3]. For mixed state case, the answer
is not known. In both schemes to obtain the optimal
compression rate, one must perform optimization over
Alice and Bob actions satisfying the condition of high -
delity. All that must be performed in the limit of large
sequences. Thus the task is exceedingly dicult.
In one of the attempts to solve the problem, a sim-
ple visible protocol of compression was proposed [12,7].
Namely, Alice can replace the signal states [14] with their
purifications [13], applying then Schumacher (or Jozsa-
Schumacher [2]) compression protocol to the resulting
ensemble of pure states. More generally [7] Alice can
replace signal states with their extensions (by extension
of a state σ we mean another state, that partially traced
reproduces σ) that are not necessarily pure.
In this paper we consider visible scheme. We prove
that the above very simple strategy provides optimal
compression rate. More precisely, to compress the sig-
nal optimally, Alice should replace the signal states with
their extensions chosen in such a way that the von Neu-
mann entropy of the resulting ensemble is minimal. As
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a result, we obtain a considerable simplication of the
formula for optimal compression rate. The very tedious
task of optimization is now reduced to minimization of
the von Neumann entropy of the ensemble of extensions.
Let us now introduce some notation (the same as in
Ref. [7]). Suppose that the source generates a system
in state %0i acting on a Hilbert space HQ with probabil-
ity p0i . The produced ensemble E0 = fp0i , %0i g has the






i . Denote now the product
%0i1 ⊗ . . .⊗ %0iN by %i, where i now stands for multi-index
(to avoid complicated notation we do not write the in-
dex N explicitly unless necessary). The corresponding
ensemble and state are denoted by E and % respectively.
Now Alice performs a coding operation over the initial
ensemble E0 ascribing to any input state %i a new state
~%i. The map %i ! ~%i = A(%i) is supposed to be a
quantum operation i.e. linear completely positive trace-
preserving map for blind scheme or an arbitrary map -
for visible one. In the latter case we allow Alice to know
which states are generated by the source, so that she can
prepare separately each of the states ~%i for each i.
The new states ~%i represent the compressed signal
which is then flipped into the suitable number of qubits
determined by the dimension of subspace occupied by
the state ~% of the ensemble and sent through the noise-
less channel to Bob. Now the states ~%i are to be decom-
pressed to become close to the initial states %i. For this
purpose Bob performs some established quantum opera-
tion  which of course does not depend on i. Then the












where %i and %0i act on the Hilbert space ⊗NHQ while ~%i
on the channel Hilbert space HC . As a measure of quality
of the transmission %i ! %0i we choose the delity [16,15]
given by









As one knows [16,15] the delity can be expressed in the
following way
F (σ, %) = max
ψ
jhψjφij2, (3)
where φ is arbitrary purication of σ and the maximum
runs over all possible purications of %. Then the aver-
age delity F (E , E 0)  ∑i piF (%i, %0i) will indicate us the
quality of the process of recovery of quantum informa-
tion by Bob after compression by Alice. Now, for a xed
source determined by the ensemble E0, one considers the
sequence of compression-decompression pairs (A,B)
with the property that
lim
N!1
F (E , E 0) = 1 (4)
(recall that the pair is implicitly indexed by N). Such
sequences will be called protocols.
Dene now the quantity RP characterizing the asymp-
totic degree of compression of the initial quantum data






Here dim~% denotes the dimension of the support of the
state ~% given by the number of nonzero eigenvalues. The
quantity log dim~% has the interpretation of the number
of qubits needed to carry the state ~% undisturbed (~% is to
be transferred through a noiseless channel).





which is equal to the least number of qubits per system
needed for asymptotically faithful transmission of the ini-
tial signal states from Alice to Bob within the considered
class of protocols (to be strict one needs IP + δ qubits
per message, where δ can be chosen arbitrarily small).
Now, if P is the set of visible protocols, the IP is called
effective information carried by the ensemble [7] and is
denoted by Ieff . As one can see, the denition of the
eective information, even though physically natural, is
very complicated from mathematical point of view. One
must optimize the limit (5) over the Alice and Bob ac-
tions keeping satised the condition (4) at the same time.
Moreover, the denition does not give any intuition on
how the structure of ensemble could be related to its ef-
fective information content.
Let us now try to reduce the problem to obtain more
transparent form of the eective information. Con-
sider the most general compression protocol. Any Bob’s
operation, as completely positive trace-preserving map,
amounts to (i) adding ancilla in some pure state, (ii)
performing unitary transformation over the total system
and (iii) performing partial trace [17]. Now, the two rst
stages can be incorporated into Alice action. Then de-
compression will amount only to performing partial trace.
Of course the new protocol will give the same rate of com-
pression as the previous one, because both stages do not
change the dimension of the support of the state. Thus









ext are some extensions of the state %0i and it acts
on the Hilbert space H⊗NQ ⊗Hanc (in the following, the
extensions of a state σ will be denoted by σext). Then







We will need the following lemma.
Lemma. Let %, %0 act on space H⊗NQ and let %0ext,
acting on H⊗NQ ⊗Hanc be extension of %0. Suppose also
that F (%, %0) > 1 − . Then there exists %ext being an
extension of % such that F (%ext, %0ext) > 1− .
Proof. Let Hpur = H⊗NQ ⊗Hanc and let φ0 2 Hpur ⊗
Hpur be purication of %0ext. Then it is also purication
of the state %0. Using the formula (3) we obtain that
there exist some purication φ of % such that F (%, %0) =
jhφ0jφij2. Now we can take %ext = Trpurjφihφj. Then
F (%ext, %0ext)  jhφ0jφij2 > 1− .
Let us now formulate the main result of the paper.
Theorem. Let Eext = fpi, %exti g with %exti being ex-
tensions of the signal states %i; let %ext be the total den-
sity matrix of ensemble Eext. Then the optimal compres-






where the inmum runs over the set of ensembles Eext.
Remark. Since one can choose trivial Hanc (Hanc =
C), %i itself is the extension of %i too.
Proof. To prove that the formula (9) is valid, we must
rst provide the protocol which achieves such rate, and
then show that the latter is equal to the optimal rate
given by (8).
To this end consider the following concatenated proto-
col (cf. Ref. [7]) (call it extension protocol and denote by
EP ). Alice replaces the signal state with the state %exti ,
and then applies the Jozsa-Schumacher (JS) protocol [2].
The number of needed qubits per system is now equal
to the entropy of the density matrix of the new ensem-
ble. As JS protocol needs no decompression [2], Bob has
only to perform partial trace to come back to the original
space H⊗NQ . Then the overall scheme is the following
%i1 ⊗ . . .⊗ %ik
Alice′s





partial trace−! %0i1...ik (10)
Here ij ’s are multi-indices of length N ; %i1⊗ . . .⊗%ik and












latter two states can be obtained from the former ones
by tracing over the space H⊗kanc. Now, from Eq. (3) it
follows that delity does not decrease under partial trace
[18]. Then (as in Ref. [7] for dierent transmission quality
measure) we have that average delity produced by the
composed protocol is greater than or equal to the one
within the \intermediate" JS compression protocol. The
latter distortion tends to zero if N is kept xed and k
tends to innity (of course N , although xed, can be
chosen arbitrarily large). Thus the total protocol satises
asymptotic delity condition (4).
Since the JS protocol compresses the signal down to
the von Neumann entropy of the ensemble, the extension






Minimizing this expression over all possible extensions









Now we must show that ROEP  Ieff . To this end
consider the optimal protocol of the form (7) so that
Ieff is given by equation (8). Then it suces to nd










The suitable extensions are suggested by the lemma.
Namely, suppose that N is large, so that F (E , E 0) > 1− 
(within the considered optimal protocol). Then, by
the lemma there exist extensions %exti of %i such that
F (Eext, E 0ext) > 1 − . Now we can use the inequality
proved in [19] (which is similar to the Fannes inequality
[20]) saying that for states acting on Hilbert space H we
have
jS(%)− S(%0)j  2dimH
√
1− F (%, %0) + 1 (14)
if only F (%, %0) > 1− 136 . By double concavity of square
of F [19] we obtain in our case that
1
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Thus the entropy (per system) of the state %ext is asymp-
totically equal to the one of %0ext. Now, since S(%0ext) 
log dim%0ext we obtain the inequality (13).
To summarize, we obtained much simpler formula for
optimal compression rate in visible coding scheme. So far
the task was to minimize the support of the states under
Alice and Bob operations constrained by the asymptotic
high delity condition. The latter is very dicult to deal
with in the case of mixed states. The present expression
does not involve such constraint, nor it involve Alice and
Bob actions. Now one needs minimize entropy (which
is more feasible than dealing with dimension of the sup-
port) varying over extensions of the ensemble. Thus the
constraints are now much more convenient. An inter-
esting question arises: Can the optimal compression be
achieved by means of pure extensions (purications)? A
closely related question is: Given an ensemble, do there
exist such purications, that the entropy of the puri-
cation ensemble is not greater than the entropy of the
initial one? If it is not the case in general, can it be
asymptotically true for typical sequences of states?
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We believe that the presented result will stimulate to
answer these questions, and eventually, to resolve the
highly nontrivial problem of compression of quantum in-
formation carried by ensembles of mixed states and check
whether the Levitin-Holevo function has physical sense
within purely quantum communication theory.
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